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Abstract 
Measuring and evaluating performance of operative logistics activities, especially Material 
Handling operation, become more crucial nowadays in any business among automotive in-
dustry. A data dashboard named Qlik Sense, which is used for monitoring, directing and 
controlling performance of Material Handling department at Hirschmann Automotive was 
designed and implemented into the company’s daily business managerial activities.  
In order to determine critical KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) which are utilized in the 
presented data dashboard, a research was completed based on both theoretical findings 
and real-life practical experiences of professionals whose duties are related to operational 
logistics activity and its performance. A significant number of possible measuring indicators 
were discovered, from which 8 (eight) indicators were decided as the most critical KPIs for 
operative logistics activity and chosen to be implemented into the data dashboard. Real-
time information obtained from the data dashboard was used to evaluate, control and im-
prove the current performance of Material Handling’s activity-based performance.  
The presentation of determined KPIs in measuring system Qlik Sense applies purposefully 
for logistics managers to assess Material Handling performance in regular basis. Further-
more, data obtained from the designed measuring tool is benefited to serve variety of de-
partments related to logistics application. Beside the current advantageous characteristics 
of determined KPIs, further potential development in the future is expected, in order to 
endure with the natural growth of logistics business world.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Objectives  
The thesis aims to define the essential operative logistics KPIs (Key Performance Indi-
cators) of Material Handling department at Hirschmann Automotive – a reputable 
supplier in automotive industry for recognized car manufacturing companies, such as 
Daimler or BMW. Based on the results of selected KPIs, a data dashboard named Qlik 
Sense is created, which provides visual tracking, monitoring and controlling of Mate-
rial Handling’s activity-based operations. All the critical KPIs and their visualizations 
achieved from Qlik Sense will be implemented in weekly shop-floor meetings of Ma-
terial Handling department at Hirschmann Automotive, which can be used as a prof-
itable tool to gain real-time picture of the team’s performance. Consequently, neces-
sary adjustments and improvements will be immediately observed, as well as appro-
priate developing direction will be determined. The implementation of Qlik Sense 
data dashboard will be first applied for the Material Handling operations at head-
quarters of Hirschmann Automotive, located in Vorarlberg, Austria. Following by the 
initial successful application, it is expected to be occupied as well in other Hirsch-
mann plants, which are positioned in China, Mexico, Czech Republic, Romania and 
Morocco.  
On the other hand, as the developing and implementing phase of a brand-new dash-
board application is a time-demanding progress, the project will not be completely 
accomplished within the course of this thesis. The continuous progress will be fur-
therly proceeded, as there are always plenty of rooms for improvement on every 
business perspective.  
1.2 Motivation and background circumstance 
Nowadays, in dynamic logistics world, daily operational activities in Material Han-
dling department are considered with high sense of speed, dynamicity, complexity, 
and flexibility. Therefore, it is important to frequently track and monitor the essential 
KPIs, which aims for the efficiency and effectiveness of warehousing performance. 
The principle of logistics is always understood as delivering things from one location 
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to another at the right time, right place, with right quantity and quality. In order to 
achieve that goal, the administrative staffs, who initially decide the amount of cer-
tain products to be delivered to intended parties, and warehousing team need to 
build a good communicative and collaborative relationship. As an example, based on 
decisions made by Customer service team, warehousing members are going to physi-
cally pick and pack the requested goods and prepare the delivery. There are plenty of 
goods movements in daily operation at Hirschmann Automotive’s warehouse, which 
requires all the actions must be performed correctly at the right time manner. From 
the administrative point of view, it is necessary and important to gain a proper view 
about Material Handling’s activities and its KPIs, so that one should obtain a compre-
hensive understanding of all challenges and difficulties that the department is de-
manded to deal with in their daily operation.  
1.3 Hirschmann Automotive at a glance  
1.3.1 Worldwide locations 
“If you already think today about tomorrow, you are never outdated”. This is the slo-
gan of approximately 5500 employees in seven (7) different plants of Hirschmann Au-
tomotive. Thanks to products such as electrical connection systems and sensorial 
measurement systems, Hirschmann owns a continuous progress in the range of auto-
motive recorded. In this way Hirschmann Automotive has developed to become a 
qualified partner and global player in worldwide automotive market during 60 years 
company history.  
The foundation in Rankweil (Austria) took place in 1959. With the ambition to be-
come international, Hirschmann opened the plant in Vsetin (Czech Republic) in 2003 
and the factory in Tirgu Mures was established in 2008, following by the expansion in 
2012 with the establishment of another Hirschmann plant in Kenitra (Morocco). In 
2013, Hirschmann want a step further to deeply enter the potential Asian market by 
the foundation of Hirschmann Automotive (Nantong) in China. However, the enlarge-
ment did not stop since then, as in the beginning of 2018, the acquisition procedure 
of Geissler Präzisionserzeugnisse GmbH (Germany) has been successfully completed, 
as a step into a prosperous, secured and shared future.  
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Figure 1. Locations of Hirschmann Automotive plants 
Hirschmann Automotive has successfully performed a sustainable growth during the 
past ten years of the company’s global development. Becoming the competitive 
player in not only producing standard products, but also designing customized solu-
tions for individual customers, Hirschmann was observed with stable increases on an 
average of 12% of annual turnover since 2010, reached 385 million Euro in 2018.  
 
Figure 2. Hirschmann Automotive turnover 2008-2018 
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1.3.2 Company products 
Hirschmann Automotive stands for movement and safety of the automobile road 
traffic and its participants. Currently the product line consists of four major product 
groups:  
• Over moulding technology (for example: axial cabling system); 
• Connector systems (for example: vibration-resistance special plug-in system); 
• Special cable assemblies (for example: intelligent exterior cabling);  
• Sensor systems (for example: position and expediting sensor technology);  
Some popular products of Hirschmann Automotive as well as their applications can 
be seen below.  
 
Figure 3. Hirschmann Automotive popular products 
 
Figure 4. Hirschmann Automotive products in applications 
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A number of well-known automobile manufacturers as well as their first and second 
tier suppliers are currently valued customers of Hirschmann Automotive, on the level 
of daily enterprising partnership. Within the OEMs (Original Equipment Manufac-
turer), various automobile manufacturers are presented, such as Daimler, BMW or 
VW (Volkswagen) Group. In the field of CAMs (Computer-Aided Manufacturing), 
Hirschmann names Bosch, ZF and Thyssenkrupp as its valued customers. Further-
more, Hirschmann is supplier for some popular harness makers in the market, 
Dräxlmaier, Leoni or Yazaki for instance.  
1.4 Structure of Material Handling department at Hirschmann 
Automotive (headquaters in Vorarlberg, Austria) 
Theoretically, Material Handling operation is mainly performed within warehouse fa-
cility, which contains materials, parts, and finished goods on the move (Bowersox & 
Closs, 1996). While movement and storage are the fundamental aspects of any ware-
house management’s interest, in the course of this thesis research, only the meas-
urement of goods movement’s efficiency and effectiveness will be concentratedly 
studied. Optimal designation for warehouse structure will be beyond of scope for dis-
cussion. 
It is aware of the fact that basic distinguished aspect in Material Handling occurs in 
handling of bulk materials and master carton materials. Bulk materials are usually re-
ferred to solids, fluids, or gaseous materials, without the necessary of carton packag-
ing involved. On the other hand, 97% of the products portfolio at Hirsachmann Auto-
motive are treated as master carton materials. Certainly, as master carton materials 
share the majority of workload in handling activities, the concentration in controlling 
its operating performance is worth mainly invested in.  
As being the headquarters of Hirschmann Automotive, the plant in Vorarlberg, Aus-
tria operates as of not only managing its individual running business, but also func-
tioning as a hub for goods movements from the headquarters to other international 
plants. Therefore, the operation of Material Handling department is considered dy-
namic, sophisticated and flexibility-demanded. Material Handling team needs to han-
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dle variety of goods movement, including managing incoming goods from both inter-
nal and external suppliers, processing put-away and storing, assuring materials sup-
ply and disposal for different production segments, ensuring availability of materials 
for crossed-company deliveries – which are shipments from the headquarters to 
other Hirschmann plants. With high sense of complexity, the transparency in measur-
ing and controlling of the team’s operative activities becomes more critical and de-
manded.  
 
Figure 5. Fundamental Material Handling activities within a typical warehouse 
Hirschmann Automotive’s Material Handling division consists of three sub-divisions, 
which are Goods Receiving, Production Line Supply and Put-away, and Pick and Pack. 
Specific functions of each sub-division are described in the following parts. 
1.4.1 Goods Receiving  
Goods Receiving responsible staffs perform visual check concerning incoming ship-
ments from either external suppliers or other Hirschmann plants, which are indicated 
as internal suppliers. In case of damages occurred to the incoming goods, team mem-
bers proceed the progress according to the company regulation for handling dam-
aged shipments. Incoming goods will be brought to Quality department for further 
quality check if necessary. Administrative booking presentation in SAP system for in-
coming goods is as well performed by the team. After that, Good Receiving team 
member coordinates the follow-up mobilization of received materials, whether pro-
ceeding put-away into appropriate warehouse locations, supplying for the produc-
tions, or cross-docking – which is understood as the materials will be sent directly to 
shipping area, then dispatched to external warehouse storage location or other 
Hirschmann plants.  
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Depending on specific incoterm applied on individual supplier, unloading activities 
can also be performed by Goods Receiving staff of Material Handling department.   
1.4.2 Production Line Supply and Put-away 
Production Line Supply is in charge for transferring and selecting raw materials and 
semi-finished products, which are supplied for different in-house production seg-
mentations. The team assures the availability of those materials needed for produc-
tion lines at their disposals. Besides, they are also responsible for raw materials put-
away, handling all activities in the warehouse storage. Professional skills such as fork-
lift truck driving is demanded for all the team members. Besides activity-based tasks, 
they perform additionally all needed systematic transactions in SAP for goods book-
ing, withdrawing and putting on stocks. 
As at Hirschmann Automotive, there are two different warehouse locations for raw 
materials, semi-finished goods and for finished goods, the Production Line Supply 
team is in control of raw materials and semi-finished goods warehouse. Therefore, 
not only supplying for the production lines, but the team handles also the selection 
and mobilization of raw materials from storage to packing station, which eventually 
will be delivered to other Hirschmann plants. For certain product portfolios, Hirsch-
mann Automotive Austria plays the role as supplier of raw materials for other com-
pany’ plants. Therefore, those materials will be produced at the headquarters, then 
delivered to other plants to continuously be utilized in the productions of finished 
products, which are purchased by end customers.  
1.4.3 Pick and Pack  
Pick and Pack team is required in close communication with Customer service officer 
and Crossed-company planner. Their tasks are concerned to preparing goods accord-
ing to Delivery Note (DN) issued by mentioned administrative executives. Single ship-
ments sent to individual customers, full-truck loads sent to Hirschmann European 
plants (in Czech Republic and Romania) and Morocco, as well as weekly containers 
sent to oversea plants (in China and Mexico) will be prepared to ready-to-ship by Pick 
and Pack team members. The daily workload required to be handled is enormous 
(further detailed figures can be seen in later chapters of the thesis).  
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All the delivery notes for shipments to individual customers which are assigned to 
dispatch daily need to be issued before 10 o’clock in the morning, so that Pick and 
Pack team should have sufficient time to prepare the goods, then transfer the fully 
packed goods to Transport and Customs team. As there are pre-defined number of 
trucks and containers to be shipped to other Hirschmann plants, occasionally the 
flexibility of transport fleets is lacked. Therefore, Pick and Pack team should obtain 
exact instruction and information from administrative executives – Crossed-company 
planner – to assure that prioritized urgent materials will be sent out on time. By the 
close communication and cooperation, the need of special transport such as taxi or 
airfreight will be eliminated.  
It is known that the general fundamental principle of Logistics is to perform the mo-
bilization of things to the right destination, at the right time, with right quantity and 
defined quality, not beyond desired optimal costs. Apparently, it can be seen that 
Pick and Pack team plays an essential role in accomplishing the mentioned obliga-
tions. 
1.5 Thesis progress  
The thesis will start with determination and classification of critical KPIs set for oper-
ative logistics performance at Hirschmann Automotive, specifically concerning activ-
ity-based progression in Material Handling department. The research is done both 
based on theoretical basis of general fundamental logistical management, and practi-
cal perspectives from associated employees at Hirschmann Automotive. The reason 
why the topic was chosen as well as the demanded objectives will be presented. 
A list of possible potential KPIs for measuring Material Handling performance will be 
examined, in order to choose the most critical, benefitted and value-informative indi-
cators for the implementation. Based on defined obligated KPIs, together with tech-
nical supports regarding IT (Information Technology) perspectives from IT depart-
ment, a data dashboard named Qlik Sense is developed and implemented. Qlik Sense 
will be benefitted in daily operation of Material Handling division, as an excellent 
managerial tool to track, monitor, direct and control the team’ performances. In reli-
ance on real-time measurements obtained from Qlike Sense, further development 
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and improvement to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of Material Handling 
operation will be constructed.  
As a practical application of Qlik Sense in daily running business, its utilization for re-
porting purpose used in weekly shop-floor meetings of Material Handling team will 
be presented. The team should observe the actual broad picture of their own 
achievement in accomplishing particular tasks, number of boxes or pallets get fully 
packed and ready-to-ship in each working hour can be an example. From the mana-
gerial point of view, it is important and essential to gain both an overview and a de-
tailed rate in their team’s presentation.  
Further discussion regarding outcome results of the project will be mentioned in 
chapter 4. As Qlik Sense is a brand-new tool to be designed and implemented in the 
company’s business operation, expectedly, it might demand up to two years from 
the start until the tool will be fully accomplished. Due to that reason, within the 
course of this thesis work, only the procedure until upon current development will 
be considering presented. However, the thesis author will still continuously follow 
the improving phase of this project at Hirschmann Automotive, as it is mentioned 
earlier in the introduction, there is a close cooperation needed between Crossed-
company planner – job position of the thesis’s author – and Material Handling team.  
Certainly, besides potential opportunities for the future development, there are par-
ticular limitations of the project which currently could not be fully covered, such as 
how new-defined KPIs will be implemented if there is the need, or how to design a 
customized set of essential KPIs for each plant of Hirschmann Automotive, as each 
location owns specific functional tasks corresponding its individual role in the supply 
chain.  
2 Theoretical basis  
2.1 Material Handling in operative logistics 
According to Bowersox Donald J. and Closs David J. (1996, 418), professors of Busi-
ness Administration and Logistics at Michigan State University, the handling of prod-
ucts is a key to warehouse productivity for several important reasons.  
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First, it was mentioned that the required number of labour hours to perform Mate-
rial Handling operation would definitely has a negative impact on any reduction in 
the output rate per labour hour. Nowadays, even though there are certain benefits 
obtained thanks to improved and modern informatic technologies, it is still consid-
ered that Material Handling operation is highly activity-based presentation with in-
tensive-labour need. Next, in reliance on recent business circumstances, from neutral 
point of view, Material Handling today should have received more critical supervision 
and attentiveness from the top management’s interests of any business, especially in 
an extreme dynamic field such as automotive industry. Finally, although it cannot be 
denied that the recent development of automation technology that potentially could 
be applied in Material Handling is reaching beyond expectations, it is only at the 
starting phase of the implementation. (Bowersox & Closs, 1996). Hirschmann Auto-
motive can be considered as an example in this case. The company has designed to 
build an automated warehouse that should be accomplished and ready to use in 
three years in the future. However, until the current business development phase, 
Material Handling cannot be operated without the majority demand of labour re-
sources.  
Activity-based operation in Material Handling therefore requires an immediately 
real-time measuring, monitoring, controlling and directing the tasks’ accomplish-
ment. Apparently, output results obtained by labour work cannot be as stable and 
controllable as ones performed by corresponding automated warehouse system. 
Moreover, the requisite labour resources in goods handling and operating represent 
one of logistics highest personnel cost components (Bowersox & Closs, 1996). There-
fore, from both managerial and cost-effective point of view, it is critical and essential 
to design a concrete systematic tool which captures all the most operative and stra-
tegic indicators of Material Handling performances.  
2.2 Special Material Handling consideration  
As discussed, the primary objective of Material Handling activity is considered move-
ments of materials from manufacturing location to point of sale. Nowadays, how-
ever, ‘reverse logistics’, which refers to managing returned goods, deserves more 
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and more attentive concentration from logistics administrative point of view. The el-
emental requirements are accelerating all the processing steps needed to provide 
customer credit, issuing exchanged orders, and making returned items available 
again for sale, if applicable (Levans, 2019). Due to variable reasons, a delivered item 
can be recalled to the manufacturer or shipper. They can be excessive deliveries, de-
fected items, or incorrect shipping elements. In any applied circumstance, manual 
handling is demanded to effectively handle the reverse flow of goods. As in today 
world of logistics, Material Handling of two-way movement is crucial. 
2.3 Material Handling efficiency influenced by different aspects in 
packaging 
Packaging is recognized to play a centrally essential role in improving and enhancing 
logistical productivity and efficiency. Material Handling operations are affected by 
packaging designation and standardization, in multiple dimensions such as truck 
loading and unloading productivity, warehousing pick-and-pack performance, stor-
age and transportation utilization.  
Critical KPIs in Material Handling are apparently influenced by packaging aspect. 
While operational logistics productivity is measured fundamentally by the ratio of 
the output of a logistical activity (truck loading – unloading, goods pick-and-pack) to 
the input (required labour’s working time), packaging is considered to increase the 
output (Bowersox & Closs, 1996). With a standardized packaging classification, num-
ber of carton boxes to be picked or loaded per hour will be improved, container or 
truck loading will be at the most optimal utilization, for instances. 
2.3.1 Product characteristics  
Each product type of Hirschmann Automotive is stored and packed in different pack-
aging classifications, depending on product characteristics.  
Automotive components like connectors, contacting applications, cable assemblies 
or sensors are usually packed in standardized carton boxes (non-returned packaging) 
or Small Load Carriers (SLC, often made from plastic materials, possible to be re-
turned and reused). There are limited types of carton boxes, identified by the specific 
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dimensions, are used at Hirschmann Automotive, in order to optimize the storing and 
loading efficiency in the warehouse, as well as in transportation. Bulk materials, used 
for production of finished products, such as plastic granules are packed in durable 
plastic bags or pallet-sized octabins, which is considered the most optimal packaging 
method for this type of material.  
2.3.2 Unitization  
Despite the dissimilarity of product characteristics, standardization in packaging is 
considered one of the most crucial aspects that is obligated for the improvement of 
Material Handling performance.  
Strong, firm and durable packaging enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of 
goods handling in the warehouse. Processes such as check-in, loading, unloading, 
put-away, or pick-and-pack are simplified and optimized as the result of standardized 
packaging. Besides, the risk of damages during movements can also be reduced. Con-
sequently, optimal packaging is capable of decreasing the required input and increas-
ing the obtained output in general Material Handling operations. Furthermore, 
standardization generally results in simplicity, transparency, and unification in moni-
toring and measuring performances.  
2.3.3 Communication 
Information flow should not be considered to a smaller extent comparing to physical 
materials flow in the warehouse’s daily operation. Tracking system at Hirschmann 
Automotive allows responsible employees to access on complete packing infor-
mation of a certain product, including standard packaging quantity (SPQ), dimensions 
of packing material, as well as how packing units should be stacked on a pallet. Addi-
tionally, the system also provides exact location of each particular product in the 
warehouse, which is essentially required for immediate and optimal access in materi-
als handling. Above mentioned criteria are necessary for the most advantageous and 
referable measuring strategy of Material Handling performance.  
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2.4 Performance measurement in operational logistics 
Nowadays, in the dynamic logistics world, quality information is required to be pro-
vided on-demand with a rapid response, in order to evaluate the present business 
situation within limited time manner. Therefore, there is a need to replace old re-
porting formats by modern computer-based controlling system.  
2.4.1 Objectives of performance measurement  
Monitoring function allows the management to track historical logistics performance, 
which can be reported to related parties. Long-term performance’s evaluated figures 
can be used in order to determine the targeted ideal achievement. On the other 
hand, controlling function measures the ongoing performance of addressed depart-
ment, which supports immediate detection when the result exceeds defined limits. 
Finally, directing function is designed on purpose of motivating and encouraging em-
ployees to accomplish the best possible performance. Based on defined target for 
each activity-based logistics operation, apparently, both effective and ineffective per-
formance need to be measured, with the aim of potentially improving the current 
circumstances.  
2.4.2 General logistics internal performance measurement  
Theoretically, there are some fundamental aspects usually being measured in order 
to evaluate the performance of logistics operations, such as cost, customer service, 
productivity, and quality (Bowersox & Closs, 1996).  
Cost is considered one of the most crucial and reflective elements to be measured 
accurately, since it presents the actual cost required to accomplish defined target ob-
jectives. Concerning Material Handling performance, particular costs that frequently 
get evaluated are direct labour cost, warehousing cost, inbound-outbound freight 
cost, or administrative costs.  
Material Handling performance plays a decisive role in mutual achievement of a sat-
isfying customer service level in the general logistics operation. Apparently, all activ-
ity-based processes incurred within Material Handling team are aimed to deliver de-
manded goods to customer at the right time, right place, with committed quality 
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conditions. Frequent measurements for logistics customer service performance are 
on-time delivery, handling cycle time, density of shipping errors, or general customer 
satisfaction level, which is often obtained through surveys and feedbacks.  
As the operation in Material Handling department is mostly related to activity-based 
procedures, hence, productivity is another attentive factor to concentrate on. 
Productivity is an uncomplicated but very useful measuring concept, it refers to the 
ratio between accomplished output (amount of handled shipments, for example) and 
required inputs (labour working hours or other involved resources). Several perfor-
mance measurements of productivity in operational logistics can be mentioned are 
units handled per employee per hour, boxes or pallets being shipped per hour, or 
truck loading, unloading rates. However, there are existing difficulties in measuring 
productivity of certain performances in Material Handling, such as the complication 
of inputs associated, or the unavailability of required data for evaluation.  
Quality measurements are among the most imperative demanded evaluations. Qual-
ity, nevertheless, is occasionally challenging to measure, due to its corresponding as-
sessment. Quality performance in operational logistics activities is usually involved by 
several parties, not only concerned Material Handling department. Continuous goods 
flow needs to initially start from order receipt operated by administrative office (cus-
tomer service employees), following by physical handling performance occurred in 
the warehouse. According to Donald J. Bowersox and David J. Closs in 1996, an ideal 
performance of perfect order handling should be committed the following standards: 
(1) complete delivery of all requested items; (2) delivery to customer’s requested 
date with one-day tolerance; (3) complete and accurate documentation associated to 
the order, including packing slips, bills of lading, delivery notes and invoices; and (4) 
desired conditions, concerning both technical and logistical aspects. Although there 
are many barricades that logistic performers need to confront in order to accomplish 
the mentioned level of achievement, there are certain evaluations which are often 
applied. Those measured performances can be frequency of occurred damage, value 
of damaged goods, amount of customer complaints and returned deliveries, or cost 
of handling returned goods.  
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2.5 Characteristics of an ideal measurement system  
The dynamic logistics operation certainly demands a reporting system that could pre-
sent an overall dynamic picture of the measured performances. Goods handling out-
put in each time unit within certain period should be feasible to evaluated, as an ex-
ample. From the obtained results, the management is able to control the working ef-
ficiency of their employees, with the intention of determining appropriate approach 
for potential improvements. From the fundamental logistics management point of 
view, a valuable reporting system should not only capture static figures of the cir-
cumstance, such as inventory level, warehouse utilization or transportation cost, but 
should also demonstrate the development trend over concerned period of the oper-
ation.   
Required data information in an ideal reporting system should be generated and ac-
cessed within limited timely condition, due to the fact that concerned situation must 
be speedily and accurately analysed, so that crucial decisions can be made immedi-
ately. Desired reporting system should allow measured figures to be easily extracted, 
without the need of massively time-consuming calculating and analysing. Measure-
ment system is considered to be an advantageous tool that supports the operation’s 
performance evaluation and decision-making process.  
2.6 Ideal report structure  
2.6.1 Status reports 
As indicated by its name, status report provides actual detailed information of con-
cerned aspects in the operative logistics performance. It focuses to the static side of 
measured figures, rather to their dynamic development trend over a certain period. 
Status reports, however, should not be underestimated regarding their necessity and 
influence in controlling the existing situation. The overall instantaneous picture of 
measured performances is captured in status reports, which allows the relevant lo-
gistics managers to be promptly aware of ongoing condition.  
Apparently, Material Handling performance is not the only field where status reports 
gain high-potential application in measuring and analysing the operation activities. 
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Status reports, on the other hand, can be applied for all other related logistics de-
partments. In general, status reports assist line managers to approach immediate rel-
evant information within the course of their responsibility.  
2.6.2 Trend reports 
Trend reports are demanded in order to present the development trend of measured 
performance within concerned period. While status reports display the static picture 
of the overall situation, trend reports, on the contrary, demonstrate the stability of 
interested performance and its improvement. Trend reports are considered essential 
in measuring and evaluating Material Handling performances, since they allow logis-
tics managers to track the volatility of business operation, from which decisions for 
immediate adaptiveness are constructed.  
Sustainable development of business performances is aimed by the logistics manage-
ment. All the strategic decisions are usually made based on accurate information 
generated from trend analyses, concerning past duration. There are many affected 
elements for the business development could be determined by analysing trend re-
ports, such as seasonal impact, requirement of further investment in machines or la-
bour force, opportunities for business expansion, or timely strategic adjustment in 
general. Besides, trend reports also allow to produce more accurate and reliable 
forecasts for the business health and performance in long-term consideration, which 
is crucial for any sustainable enhancement. Hence, a plainly, simply and automati-
cally generating trend reports system is highly demanded in order to gain the most 
conclusive insights of Material Handling performance in management of operative 
logistics.  
3 Research implementation 
3.1 Research questions  
The management of any business aspect tends to seek for the most effective meas-
urement system of relevant KPIs, which is capable of demonstrating the develop-
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ment trend of business operation. Operative logistics activities are specifically gener-
ating in a dynamic and changeful circumstances, which leads to greater efforts re-
quired in order to form a competent performance measurement system. Operational 
logistics are executed in daily business, obligated to activities functioning and deci-
sions making in rigorous timely manner. A practically powerful operation of physical 
logistics activities is expected to guarantee the achievement of fundamental require-
ments in logistics generally. Hence, it is more crucial for responsible logistics manag-
ers to discover what strictly needed to measure, and how to effectively display the 
determined figures.   
The thesis work is aimed to investigate in the answers for below research questions:  
1. What are the most relevant KPIs in operative logistics performance that essentially 
require to be measured?  
2. How to implement a practical measurement system in which the chosen KPIs are dis-
played?  
3. What are the benefits that the measurement system contributes to the management 
of logistic operation?  
The mentioned research questions will be moderately examined through initial situa-
tion inspection, data collection and final result implementation.  
3.2 Initial situation  
“Creating key performance indicators will help you monitor the vital signs for your 
business” – mentioned by Minghini Jason, 2015, in ‘Measuring what matters’. The 
management of any business does not have interest in huge reports with enormous 
number of signs with red and green. It can happen in both negative directions, either 
too complicated to capture the current health of business operation, or there is a 
lack of addressing the most essentially critical and benefitted indicators. In fact, there 
are organizations who are struggling with their own performance measuring system, 
which leads to dissipation of effort for measuring meaningless things, while Hirsch-
mann Automotive is not an exception. Moreover, inappropriate performance meas-
uring system can result in non-immediate and inflexible decisions for adjusting and 
improving the current business circumstance. While in today dynamic logistic world, 
timely manner plays one of the most crucial elements to decide whether the opera-
tion is benefitted or not. 
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Figure 6. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Board (Minghini, 2015) 
From the critical point of view, the performance of Material Handling at Hirschmann 
Automotive was not measured in a well-structured and systematic way. It is essential 
to own a logistical measuring system in order to establish SMART targets for one’s 
business, in which SMART refers to Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and 
Timely (Minghini, 2015).   
Apparently, there is an urgent need for a measuring application system without time-
consuming report creation done by numerous amounts of Excel files. Additionally, an 
effective data dashboard should be designed, with employee-friendly accessible 
characteristics being taken into consideration. Everyone in Material Handling depart-
ment should be able to easily capture all the critical metrics, to be aware if the tar-
geted goals are achievable in accordance with current conditions. After that, ques-
tions can be raised by them whether there is a need of supportive actions in order 
for them to reach the goals set by top management.   
All in all, it is time for Hirschmann Automotive to implement a well-organized meas-
uring system to evaluate the performance of Material Handling operation, which al-
lows all necessary adjustments and improvements to be immediately observed and 
executed.  
3.3 Research objectives 
Firstly, the initial objective of the research is to determine and allocate suitable criti-
cal indicators for Material Handling performance at Hirschmann Automotive, which 
then will be used in designation for the data dashboard Qlik Sense. Definition and 
evaluation of chosen KPIs will be presented in detail.  
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Secondly, together with great support from IT perspective, the presentation of cru-
cial operational logistics KPIs in Qlik Sense will be determined. The data dashboard 
allows accessed user to choose a variety of selected criteria which meets individual 
interest. Qlik Sense will be first implemented and put in pilot run in headquarters of 
Hirschmann Automotive in Vorarlberg, Austria, following by the future ambition is to 
carry out the application within the whole Hirschmann group, as a controlling and 
benchmarking tool.  
Finally, as the project of implementing data dashboard Qlik Sense is not completed 
within the course of this thesis work, therefore, further potential developing and im-
proving opportunities will be addressed.  
3.4 Methods of data collection 
According to Beamon, B. M. (1998), it is critical to adopt adequate and relevant per-
formance criteria in order to establish an accurate analysing and controlling system 
for any field of business. Data collection and measures selection presented in this 
chapter are based on general guidelines suggested by Globerson (1985). The poten-
tial chosen KPIs are following the guidelines which concern three different aspects of 
the study (Beamon, 1998):  
1) Methods of calculating the performance criteria must be clearly defined  
2) Objective performance criteria are preferred to subjective performance criteria 
3) Ratio performance criteria are preferred to absolute numbers, since ratios provide a 
comparison of two or more factors 
 
Not only based on theoretical findings, the data was also collected through practical 
experiences obtained by subject-related employees at Austrian headquarters of 
Hirschmann Automotive. The below logistics experts, whose daily duties and respon-
sibilities are directly concerning operational logistics activities, as well as logistics 
management, are interviewed in-person, in order to collect their opinions about the 
interested matter.  
- Logistic director of Hirschmann Automotive: who is responsible for securing and op-
timizing logistics and planning processes within the whole Hirschmann group: plan-
ning of demand for finished goods, material requirements planning, material pro-
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curement, goods receipt, provision of goods for serial production, handling of cus-
tomer order; responsible for establishing and implementing the logistics strategy for 
achieving business objectives.  
- Head of Logistics at Hirschmann headquarters in Vorarlberg, Austria: who is respon-
sible for general logistics operation of the company’s Austrian plant; in charge for 
following departments: Customer service and Cross company business, Material han-
dling, Order fulfilment, Demand and Production planning, Transport and Customs.  
- Team leader of Material handling department: who is responsible for operative and 
administrative processing of product supply and disposal; in charge of following sub-
departments: Goods receiving, Production line and Put-away, Pick and Pack.  
- Material handling project coordinators: who is supporting in material handling re-
lated projects.  
- Leader of Goods receiving team: who is in charge for goods receiving activities.  
- Leader of Production supply team: who is in charge for operation of raw materials 
warehouse, which supplies required materials for all production segmentations.  
- Leader of Pick and Pack team: who is responsible for logistics operation within the 
finished goods warehouse; in charge for goods picking and packing.  
- Team leader of Order fulfilment department: who is in charge for following sub-de-
partments: Customer service, Production planning, Cross company planning, De-
mand planning.  
- Logistics project managers: who are responsible for establishing and implementing 
logistics related projects in daily business. 
- Shift leaders of each sub-department within Material handling operation 
- Customer service employees: who are responsible in processing orders from custom-
ers; in close contact with warehousing team in order to proceed dispatchment of 
customer orders within strict timely manner.  
- Cross company planners: who are responsible for crossed company shipments within 
different plants of Hirschmann Automotive group.  
- Logistic process and systems integration experts: who are responsible for process 
optimization, automation and system integration; executives in implementing and 
securing of compliance with group logistics standards; supporting all company plants 
in implementing new or changed processes.  
- Business process managers: who are responsible for supporting and improving logis-
tics processes, in order to develop and maintain company’s supply chain perfor-
mance in a holistic way; developing cost-effective solutions for supply chain, ware-
housing management, materials handling and distribution issues.  
- SAP coordinators: supporting with SAP related issues and optimizing involved pro-
cesses.  
- IT experts: supporting with IT related matters in implementing processes into daily 
business operation.  
 
Each of individual from above mentioned parties was interviewed and asked for their 
opinions about which factor(s) of Material Handling activity they would be interest in 
assessing, monitoring and being reported. Survey template used during interviewing 
sessions is presented below. 
Survey title: Potential KPIs in operative logistics performance (Material handling per-
formance related) 
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Name of interviewee: … 
Job position at Hirschmann Automotive: … 
Short job description: … 
1. Are your job duties related to the operation of Material handling department?  
O Yes  
O No 
2. How frequently do you work with Material handling department?  
O Daily  
O Weekly  
O Monthly  
O Only occasionally 
3. Which department(s) of Material Handling do you work with?  
O Goods receiving  
O Production line supply and Put-away  
O Pick and Pack  
O All mentioned above 
4. Are you satisfied with the current reported KPIs of Material handling performance?  
O Yes  
O No 
O Not applicable  
5. How many KPIs for Material handling performance would you consider sufficient?  
O 0 to 3 
O 4 to 7  
O 7 to 10  
O More than 10  
6. What are important characteristics for KPIs?  
O Be able to measure the outcome of a process  
O Clearly defined objective of the measurement  
O Guarantee mutual understanding for different groups of people with differ-
ent backgrounds  
O Easily to be measured 
O Easily to explain the meanings behind  
O Chosen KPIs must be aligned with each other, as well as the company’s goal 
or mission 
O KPIs must allow the capability of corrective actions whenever required  
O KPIs must enable to reward staff with good performance and motivate peo-
ple to perform better  
O KPIs must enable to be reviewed and changed in accordance to dynamic 
growth of business  
O Other characteristics: …    
7. What is the time interval would you prefer concerning reported KPIs?  
O Hourly 
O Daily  
O Weekly  
O Monthly  
O Yearly  
8. What types of delivery destination(s) are you concerning about?  
O Deliveries from Hirschmann to end customers  
O Deliveries within plants of Hirschmann group (crossed company shipments)  
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O Deliveries from suppliers to Hirschmann 
O Returned deliveries (from customers/ other plants to Hirschmann)  
O Free sample deliveries to customers 
O Other delivery destination: … 
9. Which aspect(s) of delivery form are you concerning about?  
O Shipment types (full pallet/ mixed pallet/ single carton box…)  
O Number of transports delivered (trucks/ vans/ containers…)  
O Number of delivery notes delivered  
O Number of individual items delivered  
O Quantity of each individual item delivered 
O Volume delivered  
O Other aspect: …  
10. What type of chart for trend report do you prefer?  
O Column  
O Pie  
O Line  
O Bar  
O Area 
O Other type: …  
11. Other specific recommendation for KPIs of Material handling performances: …  
 
Based on above described survey template, diverse opinions from people with differ-
ent perspectives about the measurement and assessment of Material handling per-
formance were collected. During the data collection progress, different viewpoints, 
assumptions, and judgements were observed. Each particular position definitely ex-
presses distinctive intention about what component in the performance of Material 
Handling is worth making effort to measure, analyse and administer. All suggestions 
were studied, analysed and investigated in order to construct the outcoming result of 
potentially considered KPIs for Material handling performance, which is presented in 
the next chapter (Outcomes) of this thesis. Based on the determined outcomes of 
data collection and evaluation process, a set of finalized critical KPIs for the field will 
be established later on, which are used as based figures for the implemented data 
dashboard measurement system.  
3.5 Outcomes  
By analysing and assessing the collected data, a numerous amount of possible indica-
tors related to Material Handling performance are constructed.  
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Based on the structure of Material Handling department at Hirschmann Automotive, 
in addition to the data collected from logistics-related staff at the company, a cata-
logue for possible potential performance indicators of each sub-team in the depart-
ment is designed and presented in this chapter. With each individual KPI, the follow-
ing characteristics will be explained:  
1) Indicator Nr: each indicator has a unique identified number.  
2) Name: name of the indicator. 
3) Description: what information the indicator is able to provide. 
4) Utilization: how the indicator can be used and reason why it was suggested. 
5) Formula: how the indicator is calculated theoretically  
6) Note (if applicable): attentive point(s) regarding the indicator that should be proper 
considered. For example, what other figures should be measured when analysing 
the selected indicator.  
7) Problem (if applicable): it will be stated in this point, if there are challenges or diffi-
culties in measuring the selected indicator, such as required data is not available. 
Problem is often shown why the indicator is not selected.  
3.5.1 Indicators for Goods receiving 
3.5.1.1 Number of Delivery Notes  
Indicator Nr 1.1 
Name Number of Delivery Notes  
Description Indicates the quantity of Delivery Notes were processed in goods re-
ceipt per time unit  
Utilization Used to measure the amounts of workloads handled in Goods re-
ceiving activities  
Formula ∑ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
 
Table 1. Number of Delivery Notes  
3.5.1.2 Number of item positions 
Indicator Nr 1.2 
Name Number of item positions   
Description Indicates the quantity of item positions were processed in goods re-
ceipt per time unit  
Utilization Used to measure the amounts of workloads handled in Goods re-
ceiving activities  
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Formula ∑ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
 
Table 2. Number of item positions 
3.5.1.3 Percentage of inspection lot 
Indicator Nr 1.3 
Name Percentage of inspection lot    
Description Indicates the proportion of inspection lot required for received 
goods  
Utilization Used to measure the percentage in amount of received goods that 
need to be inspected at goods receipt  
Formula ∑ 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
∑ 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 
∗ 100 
Table 3. Percentage of inspection lot  
3.5.1.4 Number of suppliers  
Indicator Nr 1.4 
Name Number of suppliers 
Description Indicates the quantity of suppliers that deliver goods to the facility 
over a period of time 
Utilization Used for supplier management 
Formula ∑ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
 
Table 4. Number of suppliers  
3.5.1.5 Percentage of mixed pallet  
Indicator Nr 1.5 
Name Percentage of mixed pallet     
Description Indicates the proportion of pallets arrived at goods receipt as mixed 
pallets   
Utilization Used to measure the effort needed in pallet handling, as well as 
manage order/ delivery structure from suppliers  
Formula ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 
∑ 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 
∗ 100 
Table 5. Percentage of mixed pallet 
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3.5.1.6 Number of single boxes 
Indicator Nr 1.6 
Name Number of singe boxes   
Description Indicates the quantity of single box/ package were processed in 
goods receipt per time unit  
Utilization Used to measure the effort needed in goods receipt handling, as 
well as manage order/ delivery structure from suppliers 
Formula ∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑠 
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
 
Table 6. Number of single boxes 
3.5.1.7 Other unrealizable indicators  
- Weight of goods received: indicates the weight of received packages to be handled in a 
certain period of time. However, this indicator is difficult to measure, as not all data is 
recorded in the system, especially shipments come from irregular suppliers.  
- Number of incoming trucks/ vans: indicates number of trucks or vans arrives at the re-
ceiving dock in a certain time unit. Unfortunately, the current system at Hirschmann Au-
tomotive is not able to record this data information. Hence, the measurement of this 
parameter still demands further clarification.  
3.5.2 Indicators for warehousing performance  
3.5.2.1 Average storage duration  
Indicator Nr 2.1 
Name Average storage duration  
Description Indicates how long (on average) that an item is stored in the ware-
house before withdrawal 
Utilization Used in inventory management. Essentially needed in spare parts 
identification and handling, as well as managing EOP (end of pro-
duction) products  
Formula 360 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 ∗ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 360 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠) 
 
Table 7. Average storage duration 
3.5.2.2 Warehouse utilization  
Indicator Nr 2.2 
Name Warehouse utilization  
Description Indicates percentage of storage spaces used in the warehouse  
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Utilization Used to measure the efficiency of capacity utilization in the ware-
house, from which allows to evaluate the stock management or the 
demand situation, supports timely decisions  
Formula ∑ 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 
∑ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒  
∗ 100  
Table 8. Warehouse utilization  
3.5.2.3 Material movement rate  
Indicator Nr 2.3 
Name Material movement rate  
Description Indicates percentage of materials without movement to the total 
products portfolio in a certain period of time 
Utilization Useful indicator to identify slow movers (as well as high runners), al-
low immediate react on sudden decreased demands on the market. 
Detects and avoids dead stock 
Formula ∑ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 
∑ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠   
∗ 100  
Table 9. Material movement rate  
3.5.2.4 Order picking performance  
Indicator Nr 2.4 
Name Order picking performance   
Description Indicates number of orders which is picked and packed in a certain 
period of time 
Utilization Used to measure the effectiveness of order picking process 
Formula ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠  
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 
 
Table 10. Order picking performance  
3.5.2.5 Number of different materials in the warehouse  
Indicator Nr 2.6 
Name Number of different materials in the warehouse    
Description Specifies number of articles with different material identification 
codes that are stored in the warehouse 
Utilization Used in material management  
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Formula ∑ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠  
Table 11. Number of different materials in the warehouse  
4 Implementation of data dashboard Qlik Sense – Operative 
Logistics cockpit  
4.1 Overview of Qlik Sense – Operative Logistics cockpit  
The application tries to shed light onto operative logistical processes within the 
Hirchmann Group. In particular, Material Handling productivity is monitored.  
Based on the results obtained from research process which was described in previ-
ous chapter, there are three core performances in Material Handling operation 
which were implemented in Qlik Sense – Operative Logistics cockpit as data-driven 
measurements. Those are Handling Unit, Delivery, and Warehouse.  
The data cockpit provides measured figures concerning all plants of Hirschmann 
group, including headquarters in Rankweil (RW), Vorarlberg – Austria, Vsetin (VS) in 
Czech republic, Nantong (NT) in China, San Miguel (SM) in Mexico, Kenitra (KE) in 
Morocco, Tirgu Mures 1 (TM1) and Tirgu Mures 2 (TM2) in Romania. Besides, the op-
eration of the external warehouse FK-Bischof, which is located approximately 10 kilo-
metres away from the headquarters in Rankweil, is as well in consideration to be 
measured.  
Not only static figures in a certain concerned period of time are computed, the meas-
uring system also allows to perform dynamic evaluation, which presents the business 
development trend within its growth. Data are displayed in both numeric characters 
and appropriate charts, in order to supply any needs of measuring purposes.  
Data implemented in Qlik Sense are generated and updated daily, connected to SAP 
system with MRP runs that occur every night. Hence, latest figures are always cap-
tured for the most accurate measurement and evaluation. The platform in Qlik Sense 
is not required for further manual analyses, on the contrary, each indicated perfor-
mance measurement could be instantly extracted on request, without efforts of ex-
amination and determination. Moreover, measurement content of any chart or data 
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table is possible to be exported to an image, PDF file or directly to Excel for further 
investigation and evaluation if required.  
4.2 Presentation of Material Handling’s critical KPIs in Qlik Sense – 
Operative logistics cockpit  
The number of outcoming indicators obtained from performed data collection is con-
siderable, however, the management of operative logistics requires a solidified and 
observant set of KPIs, which is able to promptly evaluate the concerned expansive 
operation. Hence, relevant KPIs are chosen to be presented in the Qlik Sense opera-
tive logistics cockpit. 
4.2.1 Handling Unit (HU) 
According to SAP definition, a handling unit is a physical unit consisting of packaging 
materials and the goods contain on/in it. It is always a combination of products 
themselves and packaging materials. A new handling unit can also be created by as-
sociating from several other handing units.  
The indicated handling units to be measured and implemented in Qlik Sense measur-
ing system are listed below:  
1. Number of pallets  
2. Number of single cartons  
3. Number of cartons on pallets 
 
Those measured indicators can be filtered regarding time concerned (dates, weeks, 
months, years), shipping point (particular plant within Hirschmann group), and activ-
ity operation (inbound, outbound). By measuring those three performance indica-
tors, it allows to track the workloads that Material Handling department needs to 
handle within a certain period of time. Additionally, the structure of handling ship-
ments can also be determined. As an example, logistics manager is able to observe 
whether customer orders are in majority of full pallets or single cartons, from which 
one can obtain the broad understanding of task formation in operation of Material 
Handling.  
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Figure 7. General overview of Handling Unit measurement  
Furthermore, each particular plant within Hirschmann Automotive is able to track 
those three mentioned indicators (number of pallets, number of single cartons, and 
number of cartons on pallets) based on the selection of respectively concerned cus-
tomers, external suppliers, and internal suppliers (which refers to intercompany ship-
ments within different Hirschmann plants). Based on the development of shipment 
structure recorded by this measuring system, even the overall business circumstance 
can be shown. Number of handling units to be operated could additionally give a 
helpful parameter in determining and combining units of transport, which aims to 
the most economical and effective planning.  
As in below example, the cartons ratio by each particular Hirschmann plant within 
the concerned period is presented. It can be seen that the number of single cartons 
handled is insignificant in comparison to number of cartons on pallets, which gives a 
positive sign in the overall business situation, as well as in Material Handling perfor-
mance specifically. The picture indicates that the majority of operated shipments is 
distributed into full pallets loaded by cartons, only a limited number of shipments 
with single cartons, which demands more handling workload, is performed.  
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Figure 8. Cartons ratio by each Hirschmann plant 
Concerning each Hirschmann plant, cartons ratio can also be measured within the 
plan’s Material Handling operation. Below chart presents the cartons ratio in han-
dling activities of Hirschmann’s headquarters in Rankweil, Austria.  
 
Figure 9. Cartons ratio at Hirschmann Automotive Austria 
It can be seen that Web-shop Shipping orders are most likely handled as single car-
tons, as those orders are singular or sample orders generated through web-shop 
platform, by new-incoming customers. Structure of intercompany shipments (ship-
ments to and from other Hirschmann plants) are also presented. Shipments from 
Hirschmann headquarters Rankweil directly to regular customers are mainly in full 
pallets, which is advantageous for both Material Handling operation and the overall 
enterprise’s business.  
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4.2.2 Delivery  
Within a certain concerned period of time, below KPIs concerning delivery were cho-
sen to be measured and reported 
1. Number of deliveries  
2. Number of delivery items  
3. Delivered quantities  
 
Above mentioned indicators are considered as core KPIs regarding delivery consider-
ation in performance of Material Handling operation. Those KPIs indicates the 
amount of shipment deliveries, as well as the variety and quantity of delivered prod-
ucts in handling activities. By measuring above mentioned indicators, number of cus-
tomer orders handled by Material Handling team in a certain time period is evalu-
ated.  
 
Figure 10. General overview of Delivery measurement 
Similar to the measurement of handling unit, delivery measurement can also be se-
lected based on concerned criteria, such as shipping point (particular Hirschmann 
plant in which the delivery is performed), delivery type (sample delivery, correction 
delivery, return delivery, delivery note to direct customers, delivery note for inter-
company shipments to other Hirschmann plants), ship-to-party, or incoterm applied.  
The measuring system allows logistics managers to track all deliveries and their diver-
sity regarding concerned particular customers, or intercompany shipments within 
Hirschmann group. Based on those obtained figures, the efficiency of Material Han-
dling operation can be evaluated. As an example, for certain customer, while number 
of delivered items is enormous in consideration with number of deliveries, certainly, 
it is required more time for Material Handling staff to handle each delivery, as they 
need to pick-and-pack several diverse items in order to complete a delivery. On the 
other hand, concerning customer orders in which the product variety is restricted, 
then within a certain time period, a significant amount of deliveries can be handled. 
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Below is an example of the top-15 ship to party with the most colossal number of de-
liveries performed from January to October 2019. 
 
Figure 11. Deliveries by ship to party  
It can be seen from obtained figures above, that essential key customers, which influ-
ence the majority of shipment deliveries are determined. This measurement plays a 
decisive role both in delivery activity management and customer relationship man-
agement, within the crucial focus of logistics administration. Comparing the demand 
situation of two leading customers – Magna Mirrors GmbH & Co.KG and HELLA 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, as an example. Within concerned period of time, Magna Mirrors 
has the biggest number of deliveries (3.239 deliveries in total), following by HELLA 
with 2.151 deliveries at the second place. However, the variety of delivered items de-
manded by HELLA (9.187) has overly doubled the corresponding figure from Magna 
Mirrors (4.177). In this particular circumstance, therefore, it is required greater work-
force to handle orders received from HELLA than it actually is considering require-
ments from customer Magna Mirrors, although demands from Magna Mirrors are 
more considerable.  
The above described case is an example of crucial business situation that needs to be 
recognized, as it is able to explain the demanded workload of delivery activities in 
consideration with customer order structure. Logistics managers ought to be aware 
of this trend through business development, so that decisive actions could be timely 
created regardless delivery inconstancy and complexity.  
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The measuring system in Qlik Sense allows warehouse manager to have access on 
delivery status of particular chosen customer, within concerned timeframe. Below 
figure displays the complete picture of delivery situation exclusively allocated to one 
of the most valuable customers of Hirschmann Automotive, Daimler AG. All con-
cerned deliveries are shipped from Hirschmann headquarters in Rankweil, Austria in 
2019 (year-to-date, August 2019). Number of deliveries, number of variably delivered 
items, as well as delivered quantities are recorded. Moreover, development trend of 
each mentioned indicator through the current year can also be shown, for example, 
below bar chart indicates total monthly delivered quantities to customer Daimler AG. 
It is observable, that Daimler AG has the most enormous demands in May and July, 
which should be for-seen in advance so that labour resources can be arranged suffi-
ciently for those months, as a number of employees is expected to be on summer va-
cation leave.  
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Figure 12. Delivered quantities to customer Daimler AG in 2019 (year-to-date) 
Below figure contains a bar chart which presents the variety of delivered items to 
Daimler AG. It is noticeable, that orders in July are the most diverse in product vari-
ety, with 452 individual delivered items. Respectively, Daimler AG also has highest 
demand in July, with almost 140 thousand product units delivered.  
 
Figure 13. Number of delivered items to customer Daimler AG in 2019 (year-to-date)  
Additionally, delivered shipments can be distinguished by delivery type or by inco-
term applied, which are displayed in doughnut chart above, as an example. Most de-
liveries are regular shipments with delivery note, while there is a partial quantity of 
other delivery types, such as correction delivery, which is needed in cases of differ-
ence in cumulative delivered quantities within scheduling agreements, or sample de-
livery, which refers to free-of-charge delivery of sample products. Common ship-
ments delivered to Daimler AG are followed FCA (Free Carrier) incoterm, as initially 
agreed in the contract, however, there are exceptional cases in which shipments are 
sent with DAP (Delivery At Place) or DDP (Delivered Duty Paid) incoterm. Possible 
reason for the need of those shipments could be late delivery caused by Hirschmann 
Automotive, which leads to special freight that Hirschmann must bear the expense. 
Those situations ought to be clearly determined and analysed, so that effective solu-
tions can be formed to minimize number of shipments delivered by special transport.  
Within the course of Qlik Sense measuring system, not only customer deliveries are 
concerned, but crossed company shipments within different plants of Hirschmann 
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Automotive group are also put in appropriate consideration. Hirschmann Automotive 
headquarters in Rankweil, Austria plays a role as the centre hub of the internal sup-
ply chain. Regular shuttles, trucks and containers are shipped weekly to other Hirsch-
mann plants. On the other hand, Rankweil plant also receives routine shipments 
from plants in Morocco (Kenitra), Czech Republic (Vsetin), and Romania (Tirgu Mu-
ret). Handling activities required for crossed company business are not less de-
manded in comparison to amount of workload needed to handle direct customer 
shipments. As can be observed from following figures, that chosen KPIs, which are 
number of deliveries, diversity of delivered items, and delivered quantities, are going 
to be measured, concerning crossed company shipments from Hirschmann head-
quarters in Austria to the plant in China (Nantong).  
From January to middle of August 2019, there are in total of 503 deliveries being 
shipped from Austria to China, with approximately 2500 different individual prod-
ucts, those shipments altogether generate about 140 million product units delivered. 
The majority of delivered shipments is regular crossed company delivery, while there 
is a limited amount of distributions that belongs to other delivery type, such as sam-
ple delivery or initial delivery for new coming projects. Classifying by incoterm, most 
deliveries are under the application of FCA incoterm, as they are regular weekly sea 
freight containers. However, there are certain deliveries that need to be shipped by 
air freight, with DAP or DDP incoterm. Those shipments are either urgently required 
for initial phase of newly formed projects, or instantaneous demands from custom-
ers.  
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Figure 14. Delivered quantities to Hirschmann Nantong plant in 2019 (year-to-date)  
Above bar chart presents the total quantity of product units that are handled for de-
livery to Hirschmann China in 2019 (year-to-date, August 2019). A massive quantity 
of approximately 30 million item units was delivered in May. Generally, demands in 
summer are relatively high, as well as demands in January, which are affected by 
winter holiday in Austria in December of previous year.  
Concerning total number of deliveries which can be observed in below bar chart, 
there are 81 deliveries being performed in May, which respectively explains the huge 
amount of product units delivered in this month (around 30 million product units, fig-
ure 14). However, considering mentioned figures for March, in which the highest 
number of deliveries is recorded (85 deliveries), while there are only 17,5 million 
product units being shipped correspondingly. Certainly, the amount of ordered items 
in March were split into large numbers of individual deliveries, which demands 
greater workload in handling for warehouse operation.  
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Figure 15. Number of deliveries to Hirschmann Nantong plant in 2019 (year-to-date)  
Figure below demonstrates the variety of delivered items considering crossed com-
pany shipments to Hirschmann China. During those months in which the demands 
have high sense of product diversity, it is respectively required additional handling in 
delivery preparation. As each individual product comes with particular standardized 
packaging, the more diverse demand, the greater handling time is needed.  
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Figure 16. Number of delivered items to Hirschmann Nantong plant in 2019 (year-to-
date)  
4.2.3 Warehouse performance  
Two KPIs were chosen in order to evaluate the performance of goods movements 
within warehouse operation, those are presented below: 
1. Number of transfer orders  
2. Number of transfer order items  
 
The reason for this determination is that, those mentioned KPIs benefit to place the 
main focus on executing goods movements in the warehouse, which is the central ac-
tivity of Material handling operation.  
According to general definition by SAP, transfer orders refer to both logical and phys-
ical movements of goods or stock changes, including picks, putaways, posting 
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changes, repacking and inventory. Mainly, a transfer order contains all the infor-
mation required to execute the physical transfer of materials into the warehouse, 
from one storage bin to another storage bin within the warehouse, or out of the 
warehouse. Additionally, it is also a tool to manage logical stock transfers. A transfer 
order is completed, for example, when goods are released from incoming quality in-
spection and moved to storage location, or when goods are discharged from storage 
location and transferred to production in order to produce other products. As trans-
fer order identifies goods and quantity should be move, as well as source and desti-
nation storage bin of the defined movement, measurement of transfer order helps to 
evaluate efficiency of goods handling within the warehouse. Furthermore, based on 
the measurement of number of transfer orders performed in a certain period of 
time, it is possible to determine the crucial section in the warehouse, where it con-
sists the most time-consuming goods movement types, as well as the busiest storage 
location.  
By measuring and monitoring performed transfer orders, it contributes a detailed in-
sight from the most minor movement activities occurring within the warehouse op-
eration. From the fundamental management point of view, not only the broad pic-
ture of business performance should be captured, but an effective measuring system 
should also be able to track scaled-down concerning aspects, whenever it is needed. 
Material handling manager, therefore, will promptly obtain both broad and particu-
larized view regarding general operation of actual goods movement inside the ware-
house, which is essential in daily management, and process of developing potential 
adjustments.  
The presentation of these two KPIs for warehouse performance are displayed in Qlik 
Sense with the categorisation by certain criteria, which are chosen Hirschmann plant, 
concerned period of time, selected warehouse, storage location, and storage type. 
With the defined filter selection, it is allowed to promptly track the concerned per-
formance of focused warehouse operation regarding physical movement activities. 
Team leader of each warehouse segmentation is also able to take fully control of the 
team’s productivity in regular basis.  
Below figure presents the overall display of chosen KPIs in warehouse performance 
of Hirschmann headquarters Austria, from January to August 2019. As it can be seen, 
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during the mentioned period of time, there are more than 116 thousand transfer or-
ders completed, which consists of nearly 200 thousand transfer order items. This 
amount of physical goods movements is occurred in three different warehouse areas 
of Hirschmann Austria, which are raw materials warehouse, semi-finished goods and 
finished goods warehouse, and external warehouse. Raw material warehouse is the 
warehouse section where raw materials are stored. Those materials could either be 
Hirschmann self-produced materials or purchased materials from external suppliers. 
They will be used in different production segmentations in order to produce other 
finished products. On the other hand, there is another warehouse area which is de-
termined for semi-finished and finished products. While semi-finished goods are sent 
to other Hirschmann plants for further production of various final products based on 
local market needs, finished goods will be delivered directly to Hirschmann’s cus-
tomer locations. Besides, the mentioned external warehouse is as well as designed 
for finished goods, due to the limited capacity of the main warehouse. Depending on 
particular concern when measuring number of transfer orders and number of trans-
fer order items, performance in any above mentioned warehouse area can be se-
lected.  
 
Figure 17. Number of transfer orders and number of transfer order items 
The above bar chart in figure 17 represents number of transfer orders completed 
monthly by the warehouse performance of Hirschmann Austria, categorising by stor-
age location. Presented storage locations are finished goods storage (Fertigfabri-
kate), raw materials storage (Roh-/halbfabr.), storage for exclusive distribution to 
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Hirschmann San Miguel in Mexico (Versand and SM), storage for exclusive distribu-
tion to Hirschmann Nantong in China (Versand an NT), storage for web-shop prod-
ucts (WEB material), and external warehouse storage (Lager Sterk). It can be ob-
tained from the bar chart, that the number of transfer orders completed is relatively 
stable during the concerned period of time, although the highest performance is cap-
tured in July 2019. Additionally, the main focus of management should be placed on 
storage locations for finished goods and raw materials, where the majority of trans-
fer orders are handled.  
As the fundamental purpose of measuring and monitoring number of transfer orders 
and number of transfer order items is to achieve a detailed insight of physical goods 
movements which are operated in the warehouse, therefore, it is essential to con-
centrate on particular storage type, corresponding with certain goods movement 
type. Transfer orders can be executed in numerous amount of different movement 
categories, each is defined by the physical movement of goods from the specific 
source storage type to the destination one.  
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Figure 18. Storage type categorisation of number of transfer orders and number of 
transfer order items  
Due to the general business volatility in automotive industry, the amount of required 
goods movements in the warehouse can be fluctuated in a short period of time, fol-
lowing by overall demands situation. As an example, figure 19 below presents the 
number of transfer orders completed weekly in each particular storage location in 
August 2019. It can be seen that the measured figure varies significantly within a very 
short concerned period of time.  
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Figure 19. Number of transfer orders in August 2019 sorted by warehouse type 
From above figure, it can be observed that the greatest fluctuation of number of 
transfer orders handled belongs to goods movements of finished goods (Fertigfabri-
kate), which apparently says that it needs more focus to determine the optimal num-
ber of warehouse employees to handle movement flow of finished products, than 
raw materials. By measuring and assessing this amount of transfer orders regulated 
in the warehouse, order fulfilment team is also capable of noticing the inconstancy in 
customer orders of finished products, which requires an immediate intention and in-
vestigation to react. In this particular example, all orders from major valued custom-
ers must be reviewed, customer service employees must promptly get in contact 
with customers in case of any short-term significant decrease in customer’s de-
mands.  
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Figure 20. Number of transfer orders in 2019 (from January to August) handled by all 
storage locations  
Figure 20 above represents the number of transfer orders handled by the warehouse 
of Hirschmann Austria, concerning all existing storage locations, from January to Au-
gust 2019. The figures can also be sorted by particular interested storage location, 
for more compact insight into each individual storage component of the warehouse 
operation. As an example, transfer orders handled by finished goods storage (Fertig-
fabrikate) is assessed below.    
 
Figure 21. Number of transfer orders for finished goods in 2019 (week 01 to week 35)  
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To emphasize the importance of trend report for any business chosen KPI, figure 21 
above presents the development trend of number of transfer orders handle within 
finished goods storage of Hirschmann Automotive in 2019 (from week 01 to week 
35). It can be effortlessly seen that the peak of handled transfer orders applies for 
calendar week 27, respectively being the first week of July. Considering the general 
circumstance of automotive industry, this sign can be explained. In order to prepare 
for the summer closure, which is normally in July, a majority of automotive manufac-
turers tend to increase their demands in advance, to ensure the sufficient amount of 
required goods for their temporally summer shut down. Hirschmann Automotive as a 
supplier, thus, will eventually receive increased demands of finished products from 
its customers. The warehouse manager should be able to fore-see the incoming situ-
ation, for the purpose of arranging labour workforce to handle the peaked amount of 
transfer orders for finished goods during this particular period of time.  
The similar theory is applied to number of transfer order items, which emphasizes 
the actual physical amount of items to be handled within warehouse operation.  
 
Figure 22. Number of transfer order items for finished goods in 2019 (week 01 to 
week 35)  
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5 Discussions 
5.1 Research results  
The formation of operational logistics indicators system is essentially demanded in 
order to build a company’s logistics strategy, as well as maintain an effective logistics 
operations management. For the purpose of determining an applicable set of critical 
KPIs in operative logistics performance, particularly Material Handling activities, 
within the course of this thesis work, a research was completed based on existing cir-
cumstance at Hirschmann Automotive in Vorarlberg, Austria. Decision for chosen set 
of KPIs regarding different individual component of Material Handling department at 
Hirschmann was precisely considered, examined, consulted with experienced experts 
in the field.  
Fundamental criteria for the election of Material Handling performance’s KPIs are ini-
tially defined, as essential background to primarily commit when starting the thesis 
work. Defined KPIs are implemented into a data dashboard platform – Qlik Sense – a 
measuring system used to visualize the performance of Material Handling operation. 
Below KPIs are presented in Qlik Sense, as indicators that benefit to measure, moni-
tor and control the strength of Material Handling performance at Hirschmann Auto-
motive.  
Chosen KPIs for Handling Unit (HU):  
1. Number of pallets 
2. Number of single cartons  
3. Number of cartons on pallets 
 
Chosen KPIs for Delivery: 
1. Number of deliveries  
2. Number of delivery items  
3. Delivered quantities 
 
Chosen KPIs for Warehouse performance:  
1. Number of transfer orders  
2. Number of transfer order items  
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Determined KPIs are designed to measure and evaluate the outcomes of the con-
cerned process within Material Handling operation. Each interpreted KPI serves pur-
posefully the mutual goal of managing concerned logistics performance. In addition 
to the user friendly designation of Qlik Sense, it visualizes the overall picture of physi-
cal activities’ efficiency occurring within the department. Logistics managers of 
Hirschmann Automotive, therefore, are able to promptly follow not only spontane-
ous performance of Material Handling department at a short time period, but also 
the development trend during the long term. Figures generated by Qlik Sense are 
used in regular managerial responses to the business progress.  
Besides the purpose of managing the accomplishment of Material Handling division, 
described KPIs additionally support other departments, Order Fulfilment for exam-
ple, in observing the enhancement direction of associated business aspect. Customer 
behaviours in generating demands could be recognized through assessing the work-
loads that Material Handling department must conduct within the concerned period 
of time. Warehouse management, especially, could obtain great benefit from evalu-
ating and controlling the measured KPIs, which supports in concluding with any deci-
sion for changes or adjustments.  
5.2 Application in shop-floor meetings and reflections  
At Hirschmann Automotive, each department regularly holds weekly shop-floor 
meeting within each individual team of the department. Shop-floor meetings are de-
signed for the purpose of instantaneously updating and reviewing the on-going busi-
ness situation internally, especially essential for the management to promptly cap-
ture the extensive picture of the team’s operation. The presentation of chosen KPIs 
obtained from Qlik Sense, plays an excellent role in contributing to the most effective 
and optimal data preparation for shop-floor meetings, which not only Material Han-
dling department could benefit from, but also Order Fulfilment division. Concerned 
figures could easily be extracted from Qlik Sense within insignificant time, and visual-
ized with appropriate type of charts at one’s preferred reference.  
Chosen KPIs for Handling Unit (Number of pallets; Number of single cartons; and 
Number of cartons on pallets) broadly display the form of received customer orders. 
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By measuring and presenting these figures during shop-floor meetings, it is able to 
effortlessly detect those customers whose orders are with low volume but high vari-
ety of products, for example. Greater workload, therefore, is demanded to handle 
this type of customer order. Material Handling team should primarily arrange suffi-
cient staff to handle physical goods movement in the warehouse, on the other hand, 
customer service employees from Order Fulfilment team could get in contact with 
each particular customer to re-negotiate terms concerning their current order form, 
which aims to more optimal business bargain. The similar idea is applied for chosen 
KPIs for Delivery (Number of deliveries; Number of delivery items; and Delivered 
quantities).   
Chosen KPIs for Warehouse performance, which are Number of transfer orders and 
Number of transfer order items, place the focus on actual goods movements occur-
ring within warehouse operation. Hirschmann Automotive owns a high-complexity 
warehouse structure, which insists variety of material movement types amidst differ-
ent storage locations, such as raw materials storage, finished goods storage, crossed 
company materials storage, and external warehouse. Hence, it is necessary to quickly 
observe and monitor the intensity of physical movements handled in each individual 
warehouse element. Based on obtained KPIs, warehouse managers are able to define 
fine planning regarding labour force, machine and other infrastructures. Further-
more, by capturing the development trend of determined KPIs, it can be used as an 
advantageous background information in order to form potential investment for the 
warehouse’s operation in the long run.  
Additionally, the chosen set of KPIs is considered relevant and purposeful not only 
for Material Handling management, but for also Logistics processes management in 
general. With the excellent support of IT department in the implementing and devel-
oping phase of the data dashboard Qlik Sense, defined critical KPIs are able to be 
downloaded, extracted and assessed rapidly, without the need of manually creating 
time-consuming reports. Qlik Sense is qualified for an appropriate performance 
measuring tool, that the management of related business aspects could comprehen-
sively benefit from.   
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5.3 Limitations and further development in the future 
Despite the profitable application of the implemented data dashboard Qlik Sense in 
measuring and monitoring performance of Material Handling operation, there are al-
ways rooms for improvement. With the background of current research, in the fu-
ture, there is the possibility to measure each mentioned KPI per warehouse em-
ployee, for example, number of transfer orders that each employee is able to handle 
in one hour. The idea could provide logistics managers a detailed and precise accu-
racy of the performance’s effectiveness. Nevertheless, it will consequently require 
more background efforts in order to make the measurements applicable.  
As logistics world, which includes Material Handling operation, is a dynamic and fast-
transformed business in general. Determined critical and purposeful KPIs at the cur-
rent moment of time might not be applicable to the circumstance in the future. For 
that reason, it is essential to understand and expect potential adaptions that might 
come. Respectively, there is a possibility that the current collection of KPIs for Mate-
rial Handling performance may not be relevant at a certain point of time. Further re-
search might be required repeatedly in order to endure with the latest logistics in-
dustry occurrence, as it is the natural growth of any developing business.  
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Appendices 
 
